of bounded measures on G. By M(G) designate the algebra of FourierStieltjes transforms of bounded measures. A necessary and sufficient condition given by Helson [7] for a complex-valued function/on G to be an element of M(G) is that f • Li(G)^ ELi(G)"~. A natural generalization then is to consider the set Am of all complex-valued functions / on the maximal regular ideal space 311(^4) of a commutative semi-simple Banach algebra A with the property that f-AEA. Banach algebra terminology is in accord with Loomis [8] .
Each function/ in Am induces a bounded operator i on A given by (fx)"~=fx for xEA. Let Am={f:fEAm} and1 Ag = {f:fEAmn\Co("M(A))}. Am and A™ are commutative semi-simple Banach algebras under the uniform operator norm, called, respectively, the algebra of multipliers and the algebra of multipliers vanishing at infinity of A. These facts and the basic theory of algebras of multipliers were developed in [l] .
From our opening remark, it is clear that if A =Li(G), then Am is isometrically isomorphic to M(G). Quite a few analogues of results about measure algebras are true for abstract algebras of multipliers, even though integration over G is not available in the general setting. Helson, Rudin and Cohen [7; 9; 3] have proved that an isomorphism between group algebras extends to an isomorphism between the measure algebras and that an isomorphism between measure algebras produces an isomorphism between the underlying group algebras. In §2, we investigate whether similar propositions obtain between certain Banach algebras and their associated algebras of multipliers. In §3, under the assumption that the unit ball of Am is weak operator compact, we show that the set of isometric multipliers forms a compact topological group, which can be utilized in a manner analogous to the situation in which there is an underlying group. Specifically, whenever the isometric multipliers separate points of 'SK(A), A is spanned by its idempotents and 3E(j4) is discrete, reminiscent of certain known facts about group algebras ¿i(G) for compact G. When are dense. t(9TC(,42)) = 9TC(vl 1) when we restrict the discussion of the last paragraph to the algebras A™0, A2o, of multipliers vanishing at infinity, since in this case 3TC(/li) and 9TC(^42) by regularity are the unique minimal closed sets such that multipliers vanishing thereon vanish identically.
Methods employed in the above discussion are essentially those of Helson [7] and Rudin [9] , modified to apply to the more general setting. If A -Li(G), G locally compact, then 7X00) is dense in A and A is a closed ideal in M(G). 
Consequently no point of 3TC(4m)\9TC(4) is isolated. T induces a homeomorphism r of 311(4m) onto itself given by j(rM) = (Tf)^(M) for AfG 9H(4m). r takes isolated points into isolated points, so t(3TC(4)) =3iï(4).
Since 3Tt(4) is discrete, again by Silov's theorem, A is regular. The closed span of the idempotents of A is /a(°°)-. But every fEAm which vanishes off a compact (finite) subset of 3TC (4) is clearly in A and, in particular, injA(°°). F maps /a(°°) into/a(oo), since t(3TI(4)) = 911(4). Therefore, T maps A onto A.
3. Isometric multipliers. In some sense restrictions imposed on the isometric onto multipliers of A determine structural properties of A very much similar to properties of group algebras (e.g. see [l2] ). The restriction which we wish to impose is that the closed unit ball of Am be compact in the weak operator topology, the weakest topology rendering all maps F->(Fx, x*), xEA, x*EA*, F a bounded operator on A, continuous. Proof. It is clear that G is a topological semi-group, since under the weak operator topology multiplication is separately continuous. We will first show that G is a group which is weak operator closed in the unit ball of Am and hence compact.
The inverse of an onto isometry is of course an onto isometry and the identity Therefore h and / as functions on 3TC(^4) are inverses and hi or fh determine the identity operator on A.
Since / and h are of norm ^ 1, we conclude that each is an isometry, whence /£G and G is closed, so compact.
And by a known result of Ellis [6] , a compact topological semigroup which is also a group is a compact topological group (joint continuity of multiplication). The theorem is proved. so y is a common eigenvector of G with eigenvalue of modulus 1. Therefore using (3), we see that the weakly closed span of these common eigenvectors is 4. And by Mazur's theorem we ascertain that 4 is actually the strongly closed span of these common eigenvectors.
Lemma. If G separates the points of 9TC(4) and x is a common eigenvector of G with eigenvalue of modulus 1, then x has one-point support.
Proof. áx=X"x and (gx)^=\x, so g(M)=\" for all M£9TC(4) such that x(M)^0. Suppose x(Mi)^09^x(M2), Mi^M2, and Mu M2 £311(4). Then g(Mi)x(Mi) = \x(Mi); g(M2) x(M2) = \ax(Mi).
Hence g(Mi) =g(M2) =X", contradicting the fact that G separates the points of 311(4). Therefore any common eigenvector with eigenvalue of modulus 1 has one-point support.
Theorem 5. If G separates points of 3TC(4) and the unit ball of Am is compact in the weak operator topology, then 311(4) is discrete and A is spanned by its idempotents.
Proof. Any xEA such that x has one-point support is a common eigenvector of G, indeed of Am. By the preceding lemma it is clear that the set E of all common eigenvectors x, such that i=0 on 3TC(4)\{m} for some M£3TC(4) and x(M) = \, spans A. A is consequently spanned by its idempotents.
Furthermore, not all xEE vanish at any point Af£3Tl(4), since A separates points of 311(4). Therefore for each M£3Il (4) there exists xEE such that x(M) = 1 and {M1: \x(M')-x(M)\ = \x(M')-\\ <l/2} is a neighborhood of M. So 311(4) is discrete.
